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A wonderful line of video magnifiers from 
Freedom Scientific, the Ruby, RubyHD and 
RubyXLHD are American Made with simple 
buttons, and one-touch on/off controls. All 
RUBY models have a crisp, sharp image, 
high-contrast modes, and built-in LEDs. The 
streamlined design means any RUBY can 
slip comfortably into a pocket or purse, 
giving you easy access to photos, letters, 
prescriptions, packaging labels, and menus, 
even in a dark restaurant. 
 

 
The Ruby 

 
The RUBY is a small, 7.7 oz., on-the-go 

video magnifier, with a 4.3-inch screen 

which magnifies items from 2 to 14 times 

the original size with 5 contrast settings. 

View items and read text with ease even in 

dark rooms and store up to 15 images for 

future reference. Includes 4 AAA 

rechargeable batteries. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The Ruby HD 

 
 

The RUBY HD brings you crystal-clear HD 

images and advanced features in a compact, 

8 oz. body with a 4.3-inch screen. Features 

include 20 high-contrast color modes, 

Reading Lines and Masks, Freeze frame, and 

the ability to store and transfer images. 

Includes 4 AAA rechargeable batteries. 

 

 
The Ruby XL HD 

 
 

The RUBY XL HD has a 5” screen and a high-

definition camera for the sharpest possible 

image. RUBY XL HD has all the advanced 

features in RUBY HD, plus a built-in reading 

stand that automatically powers on the 

magnifier when used and holds the screen at 

a comfortable angle as you move it across a 

page of text.  10.5 oz body with 

rechargeable lithium-ion battery.   

Easy to use, feature-rich, and 
lightweight with easy grip 

handles, make the Ruby family a 
popular and budget friendly 

portable option. 
  

 

Do You RUBY? 
Item # VRUBY, VRUBYHD or VRUBYXLHD 

 

Professionals:  Try it for yourself, 
and compare with similar models on 

the market. 

http://www.freedomscientific.com/Products/LowVision/RubyHD
http://www.freedomscientific.com/Products/LowVision/RubyHD
http://www.freedomscientific.com/Products/LowVision/RubyHD
http://www.freedomscientific.com/Products/LowVision/RubyXLHD
http://www.freedomscientific.com/Products/LowVision/RubyXLHD

